Cut the cord. Keep the TV experience.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

- Watch local HD channels with the AirTV Adapter*
- Record local channels with DVR functionality*
- Access shows and movies from Sling™
- 4K Ultra HD support
- Chromecast built-in
- Access games, movies and apps from Google Play™
- Built-in WiFi and remote finder
- Connect Bluetooth® devices such as headphones, speakers and game controllers
- Voice search and one-touch access to Netflix and Google
- Control your AirTV Player, TV and sound system with the AirTV Player remote

WATCH FREE LOCAL TV

Want big name channels without the bill? With AirTV Player, AirTV Adapter and an antenna, you can easily get HD channels without the monthly subscription.

How it works:

LOCAL CHANNEL DVR

Never miss a show or event! Add an external hard drive to begin recording local channels.

- Single-tuner Adapter (optional) – Watch one local channel and record simultaneously.
- Dual-tuner Adapter (optional) – Watch one local channel and record another at the same time.
- Functionality – Pause, rewind or fast-forward recorded local channel content, and set single-episode or entire-series recordings right from the Sling guide.

*Watching local channels requires an AirTV Player, AirTV Adapter and an antenna (sold separately). Local Channel DVR requires an external hard drive (sold separately). Local channel signals vary based on location. Netflix and Sling require separate subscriptions and an Internet connection. Google Play and the Google Play logo are trademarks of Google LLC.

*Local Channel DVR requires an external storage device to record (sold separately). Hard drives must be larger than 32 GBs and no larger than 1 TB for DVR.
**TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS**

### HARDWARE
- **Connectivity:** Internal WiFi 802.11 ac 2x2 Dual-band (2.4 GHz and 5.0 GHz)
- **Memory:** 2 GB DDR and 8 GB flash memory
- **Resolution:** 4Kp60 max decode and video resolution
- **Infrared Lens:** Front-facing
- **Indicator:** Front-facing LED

### SOFTWARE
- **Video Compression:** MPEG2, MPEG4, HEVC, VP9 decode
- **Audio Codec:** Dolby Digital/Dolby Digital Plus
- **Bluetooth:** Yes (Bluetooth-capable remote)
- **Infrared:** Yes (Infrared-capable remote)
- **WiFi Support:** Yes

### MECHANICAL
- **Dimensions:** 132mm x 26mm x 132mm
- **Mounting:** Bottom inset for dual-direction wall mounting

### CONNECTIONS
- **USB 2.0 Ports:** 2
- **HDMI 2.0 / HDCP 2.2 Port:** Yes
- **Optical Input:** Yes
- **Ethernet Port:** Yes
- **Power:** Detachable single-barrel AC power cord

### REMOTE CONTROL
**Features:**
- Android 7.0 Compliant
- 2-way Bluetooth (BT) Version 4.0/BT Low Energy Radio
- Infrared (IR) Control of TV/AUX Device
- Voice Control

**Dimensions:**
- **L:** 5.56" (141.3 mm)
- **W:** 2.21" (56.3 mm)
- **D:** 0.73" (18.5 mm)

**Internal Features:**
- Dual IR Emitters for Extended Range and Angles
- Battery Voltage Monitor

---

**What's in the box:**
- 1 AirTV Player & remote
- 1 AirTV power supply
- 1 HDMI cable
- 1 Quick start guide

**Optional adapters:**
- 1 Single-tuner adapter or
- 1 Dual-tuner adapter

**What you’ll need:**
- Adapter for local TV
- External hard drive for DVR
- HD antenna for local TV
- Internet access with WiFi